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Corollaries on the fxpoint ompletion: studying
the stable semanti s by means of the Clark
ompletion
Pas al Hitzler**

Department of Computer S ien e, Dresden University of Te hnology
www.wv.inf.tu-dresden.de/�pas al/
phitzlerinf.tu-dresden.de

������ �� The fxpoint ompletion ��(� ) of a normal logi program �

is a program transformation su h that the stable models of � are exa tly the models of the Clark ompletion of ��(� ). This is well-known
and was studied by Dung and Kan hanasut [15]. The orresponden e,
however, goes mu h further: The Gelfond-Lifs hitz operator of � oinides with the immediate onsequen e operator of ��(� ), as shown by
Wendt [51], and even arries over to standard operators used for hara terizing the well-founded and the Kripke-Kleene semanti s. We will
apply this knowledge to the study of the stable semanti s, and this will
allow us to almost efortlessly derive new results on erning fxed-point
and metri -based semanti s, and neural-symboli integration.
1

Introdu tion

The fxpoint ompletion of normal logi programs was introdu ed in [15], and
independently under the notion of residual program in [9]. In essen e, the fxpoint
ompletion fx(P ) of a given program P is obtained by performing a omplete
unfolding through all positive body literals in the program, and by disregarding
all lauses with remaining positive body literals. Its importan e lies in the fa t
that the stable models [20] of P are exa tly the supported models of fx(P ), i.e.
the models of the Clark ompletion [11] of fx(P ). Also, the well-founded model
[50] of P is exa tly the Fitting or Kripke-Kleene model [16] of fx(P ). These
orresponden es are well-known and have been employed by many authors for
investigating the stable and the well-founded semanti s, see e.g. [7].
The relation between a program and its fxpoint ompletion, however, is not
exhausted by the orresponden es between the diferent semanti s just mentioned: It also on erns the semanti operators underlying these semanti s, as
shown in [51]. The virtue of this observation lies in the fa t that it allows to arry
over operator-based results on the supported, respe tively, Fitting semanti s, to
** This work was supported by a fellowship within the Postdo -Programme of the
German A ademi Ex hange Servi e (DAAD) and arried out while the author was
visiting the Department of Ele tri al Engineering and Computer S ien e at Case
Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio.

the stable, respe tively, well-founded semanti s. To the best of our knowledge,
this has not been noted before.
In this paper, we display the strength of the operator-based orresponden e
by drawing a number of orollaries on the stable semanti s from it. While these
results are of interest in their own right, they do not onstitute the main point
we want to make here. Some of them are not even new, although we give new
proofs. The goal of this paper is to provide a new te hni al tool for studying
the stable and the well-founded semanti s, namely the orresponden es via the
fxpoint ompletion between the semanti operators mentioned. To display this,
we draw several orollaries from results in the literature, whi h are all valid for
logi programs over a frst-order language.
The stru ture of the paper is as follows. In Se tion 2 we re all the fxpoint
ompletion and the results due to [51] whi h provide the starting points for our
report. In Se tion 3 we study ontinuity of the Gelfond-Lifs hitz operator in the
Cantor topology, thereby providing te hni al results whi h will be of use later.
In Se tion 4 we study methods for obtaining stable models by means of limits of
iterates of the Gelfond-Lifs hitz operator, and in Se tion 5 we will dis uss results
on the representation of logi programs by artif ial neural networks. We briefy
on lude in Se tion 6.

A knowledgement. Thanks go to Matthias Wendt for helpful dis ussions and
omments.
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The Fixpoint Completion

A (normal ) logi program is a fnite set of universally quantifed lauses of the
form
(A L 1
Ln )
where n E N may difer for ea h lause, A is an atom in a frst order language £
Ln are literals, that is, atoms or negated atoms, in £. As is ustomary
and L1
in logi programming, we will write su h a lause in the form
A

L1

Ln

in whi h the universal quantifer is understood, or even as
A��L1

Ln

following Prolog notation. Then A is alled the head of the lause, ea h L; is
alled a body literal of the lause and their onjun tion L1
Ln is alled the
body of the lause. We allow n = 0, by an abuse of notation, whi h indi ates
that the body is empty; in this ase the lause is alled a unit lause or a fa t.
If no negation symbol o urs in a logi program, the program is alled a defnite
logi program. The Herbrand base underlying a given program P , i.e. the set of
all ground instan es of atoms over £, will be denoted by Bp , and the set of all

Herbrand interpretations by Ip , and we note that the latter an be identifed
simultaneously with the power set of Bp and with the set 2B� of all fun tions
mapping Bp into the set 2 onsisting of two distin t elements. Sin e the set Ip
is the power set of Bp , it arries set-in lusion as natural ordering, whi h makes
it a omplete latti e. By ground(P ) we denote the (possibly infnite) set of all
ground instan es of lauses in P .
The single-step or immediate onsequen e operator [37] of P is defned as a
fun tion Tp : Ip - Ip , where Tr (I ) is the set of all A E Bp for whi h there
exists a lause A L1
n. A supported
n with I I= L; for all i = 1
model of P is a fxed point of Tp . Supported models orrespond to models
of the Clark ompletion of P , as noted in [1]. The pre-fxed points of Tp , i.e.
interpretations I E Ip with I � Tp (I ), are exa tly the Herbrand models of P ,
in the sense of frst-order logi . If P is defnite, then Tp is in fa t a S ott- (or
order-) ontinuous operator on Ip [37], and its least fxed point fx(Tp ) oin ides
with the least Herbrand model of P . The least �
fxed point, in this ase, an be
obtained as fx(Tp ) = Tp f w := supn (Tp f n) = n Tp f n, where Tp f 0 = 0 and
re ursively Tp f (n 1) = Tp (Tp f n).
The Gelfond-Lifs hitz transformation [20] of a program P with respe t to
an interpretation I is denoted by PPI , and onsists of exa tly those lauses
A A1
n , where A1
n E Bp , for whi h there exists a lause A
A1
•
B
•
B
in
ground
(P ) Awith B1
n
1
m
m E I . Thus PPI is a
defnite program, and fx(Tppr ) is well-defned. The Gelfond-Lifs hitz operator
[20] of P is now defned by GLp : Ip - Ip : I - fx(Tppr ). We all I E Ip a
stable model of P if it is a fxed point of GLp .
Defnition 1. A quasi-interpretation1 is a set of lauses of the form A
•B1
•Bm where A and B; are ground atoms for all i = 1
m. Given a
normal logi program P and a quasi-interpretation Q we defne Tp (Q) to be the
}

quasi-interpretation onsisting of the set of all lauses
A

body1

for whi h there exists a lause
A

A1

bodyn •B1

n

•B 1

•B m
•B m

in ground(P ) and lauses A; body; in Q for all i = 1
allow the ases n = 0 or m = 0 in this defnition.

. We expli itly

Note that the set of all quasi-interpretations is a omplete partial order ( po)
with respe t to set-in lusion. It was shown in [15], that for normal programs P ,
the operator Tp is S ott- ontinuous on the set of all quasi-interpretations. So
we an defne the fxpoint ompletion fx(P ) of P by fx(P ) = Tp f w, i.e. fx(P )
is the least fxed point of the operator Tp .
The following was reported in [51].
�
This notion is due to [15]. We sti k to the old terminology, although quasiinterpretations should really be thought of as, and indeed are, programs with negative body literals only.
}

}

}

B

n

Theorem 1.

have

For any normal program P and (two-valued) interpretation I e
GLp (I ) = T��(p ) (I )

Proof. We show frst that for every A E GLp (I ) there exists a lause in fx(P )

with head A whose body is true in I , whi h implies A E T��(p ) (I ). We show this
by indu tion on the powers of Tp pr ; re all that GLp (I ) = Tp pr f w.
For the base ase Tp pr f 0 = 0 there is nothing to show.
So assume now that for all A E Tp pr f n there exists a lause in fx(P ) with
head A, whose body is true in I . For A E Tp pr f (n 1) there exists a lause A
A1
n in P PI su h that A1
n EATp pr f n, hen e by onstru tion of P PI
there is a lause A A1
•Bm in ground(P ) with B1
n •B 1
mE
I . By indu tion hypothesis we obain that for ea h i = 1
there exists
a lause A; body; in fx(P ) with I I= body; , hen e A; E T��(p ) (I ). So by
defnition of Tp the lause A body1 bodyn •B1
•Bm is ontained in
fx(P ). From I I= body; and B1
as desired.
m E I we obtain A E T��(p ) (I ) B
This loses the indu tion argument and we obtain GLp (I ) � T��(p ) (I ).
Now onversly, assume that A E T��(p ) (I ). We show that A E GLp (I ) by
proving indu tively on k that Tr� k (I ) � GLp (I ) for all k E N .
For the base ase, we have Tr� r (I ) = 0 so there is nothing to show.
So assume now that Tr� k (I ) � GLp (I ), and let A E Tr� (k+1) (I ) \ Tr� k (I ).
Then there exists a lause A body1
bodyn •B1
•Bm in Tp f (k
1) whose body is true in I . Thus B1
E
I
and
for
ea h i = 1 B
m
there exists a lause A;
body; in Tp f k with body; true in I . So A; E
Tr� k (I ) � GLp (I ). Furthermore, by defnition of Tp there exists a lause A
A1
•Bm in ground(P ),Aand sin e B1
n •B 1
m E I we obtain
A A1
E
P
PI
.
Sin
e
we
know
that
A
E
GL
(
n
1
n
p I ) we obtain A E
GLp (I ), and hen e Tr� (k+1) (I ) � GLp (I ). This loses the indu tion argument
and we obtain T��(p ) (I ) � GLp (I ).
D
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The proof of Theorem 1 is taken dire tly from [52], whi h appeared in ompressed form as [51]. We have in luded it here for ompleteness of the exhibition
and be ause the result is entral for the rest of this paper. This orresponden e
an also be arried over to the Fitting/well-founded semanti s. More pre isely,
the following was shown in [51], from whi h Theorem 1 is an easy Corollary.
Theorem 2. For any normal program P and any three-valued interpretation
I we have tp (I ) = P��(p ) (I ) where tp is the operator due to {6} used for
hara terizing three-valued stable models of P and P��(p ) is the operator from
{16} used for hara terizing the Fitting or Kripke-Kleene semanti s of fx(P ).

We do not in lude details on this result here sin e we will need it only in
passing in the sequel. The interested reader should onsult [51]. A orollary from
the result just mentioned is that the well-founded model of some given program
P oin ides with the Fitting model of fx(P ).

B

3

Continuity

Theorem 1 enables us to arry over results on the single-step operator, respe tively on the supported-model semanti s, to the Gelfond-Lifs hitz operator respe tively the stable-model semanti s. The following observation is of te hni al
importan e.
Proposition 1. Let P
Tp f n if and only if A

be a defnite program A E Bp and n E N . Then A E
is a lause in Tp f n.
}

Proof. Let A

E Tp f n for some n E N . We pro eed by indu tion on n. If
n = 1, then there is nothing to show. So assume that n > 1. Then there is a
lause A body in ground(P ) su h that all atoms B; in body are ontained in
Tp f (n - 1), and by indu tion hypothesis there are laues B; in Tp f (n - 1).
Unfolding these lauses with A body shows that A is also ontained in
Tp f n.
Conversely, assume there is a lause A in Tp f n. We pro eed again by
indu tion. If n = 1, there is nothing to show. So let n > 1. Then there exists
a lause A A1
in Tp f (n - 1). By
k in ground(P ) and lauses A;
indu tion hypothesis, we obtain A; E Tp f (n - 1) for all i, and hen e A E Tp f n.
}

}

}

}

D

Sin e the single-step operator is not monotoni in general, several authors
have made use of metri -based [17, 18, 22, 25�27, 29, 46] or even topologi al [3, 4,
22, 24, 43, 45, 47] methods for obtaining fxed-points and hen e supported models
of the programs in question. Central to these investigations is the Cantor topology Q on Ip , whi h was studied as the query topology in [4] and in more general
terms as the atomi topology in [45]. It is the produ t topology on {t f }B� ,
where the set of truth values {t f } is endowed with the dis rete topology, and
we refer to [53] for basi notions of topology. A subbase of the Cantor topology
an be given as
{{I E Ip I I I= L} I L is a ground literal}

whi h was noted in [45]. We an now employ Theorem 1 to arry over some of
these results to the treatment of the Gelfond-Lifs hitz operator and the stable
semanti s.
Given a program P , we know by Theorem 1 that GLp is ontinuous at some
I E Ip in Q if and only if T��(p ) is ontinuous at I . This gives rise to the following
theorem.

Let P be a normal logi program and let I E Ip . Then GLp is
ontinuous at I in Q if and only if whenever GLp (I )(A) = f then either there
is no lause with head A in ground(P ) or there exists a fnite set S (I A) =
{A 1
body
k }� Bp su h that I (A; ) = t for all i and for every lause A
in ground(P ) at least one •A; or some B with GLp (I )(B ) = f o urs in body.

Theorem 3.

Proof. The proof is based on the hara terization of ontinuity of the Tp -operator
given in [45], in the formulation whi h an be found in [29, Theorem 45], whi h
reads as follows.

The single-step operator Tp is ontinuous in Q if and only if, for
ea h I E Ip and for ea h A E Bp with A E Tp (I ), either there
is no lause in P with head A or there is a fnite set S (I A) =
{A 1
B the following propk
1
k } of elements of BA
p with
erties:
(i) A1
B
k E I and B1
k E I.
(ii) Given any lause C with head A, at least one •A; or at least one
Bj o urs in the ody of C .
Using this and Theorem 1, and by observing that there are no positive body
atoms o uring in fx(P ), we obtain the following:
GLp is ontinuous at I if and only if whenever GLp (I )(A) = f , then
either there exists no lause with head A in fx(P ) or there exists a
fnite set S (I A) = {A1
k }� Bp su h that I (A; ) = t for all i
and for every lause A body in fx(P ) at least one •A; o urs in
body.
So let P be su h that GLp is ontinuous at I . If there is no lause with
head A in ground(P ), then there is nothing to show. So assume that there is
a lause with head A in ground(P ). We already know that then there exists
a fnite set S (I A) = {A1
k } � Bp su h that I (A; ) = t for all i and
for every lause A body in fx(P ) at least one •A; o urs in body. Now let
A B1
•Cm be a lause in ground(P ) and assume that no
k •C1
•A; o urs in its body. We show that there is some B; with GLp (I )(B; ) = f .
Assume the ontrary, i.e. that GLp (I )(B; ) = t for all i. Then for ea h B; we
have B; E GLp (I ) = Tp pr f w. As in the proof of Proposition 1 we derive that
there is a lause A
D1
•D n •C 1
•Cm in fx(P ) with Dj E I•for all
j=1
. Sin e the lause A
D1 n•Dn •C1
•Cm is ontained in
fx(P ), we know that some atom from the set S (I A) must o ur in its body. It
annot o ur as any D; be ause I (Dj ) = f for all i. It also annot o ur as any
C; by assumption. So we obtain a ontradi tion, whi h fnishes the argument.
Conversely, let P be su h that the ondition on GLp in the statement of
the theorem holds. We will again make use of the observation made at the
beginning of this proof. So let A E Bp with GLp (I )(A) = f . If there is no
lause with head A in fx(P ), then there is nothing to show. So assume there is
a lause with head A in fx(P ). Then there is a lause with head A in P , and by
assumption we know that there exists a fnite set S (I A) = {A1
k }� Bp
su h that I (A; ) = t for all i and for every lause A
body in ground(P )
at least one •A; or some B with GLp (I )(B ) = f o urs in body. Now let
A
•B1
•Bn be a lause in fx(P ) = Tp f w , i.e. there is k E N with
A
B1
•Bn ontained in Tp f k . Note that n =•0 is impossible sin e this
would imply GLp (I )(A) = t ontradi ting the assumption on A. We pro eed by
�

�

}

}

•

A

indu tion on k. If k = 1, then A •B1
•Bn is ontained in ground(P ),
hen e one of the Bj is ontained in S (I A) whi h suÆ es. For k > 1, there is
a lause A C1
Cm •D 1
•Dm in ground(P ) and lauses C; body;
in Tp f (k - 1) whi h unfold to A •B1
•Bn . By assumption we either
have Dj E S (I A) for some j , in whi h ase there remains nothing to show, or
we have that GLp (I )(C; ) = f for some i. In the latter ase we obtain that body;
is non-empty by an argument similar to that of the proof of Proposition 1, so
by assumption there is a (negated) atom in body; , and hen e in {B1
n },
whi h is also in S (I A), whi h fnishes the proof.
D
�

}

We an also observe the following spe ial instan e. A lo al variable is a variable o uring in some lause body but not in the orresponding head.

Let P be a normal program without lo al variables. Then GLp is
ontinuous in Q.

Corollary 1.

Proof. We employ Theorem 3. Let I

E Ip and A E Bp with GLp (I )(A) = f .
Sin e P has no lo al variables, it is of fnite type. So the set B of all negated
body atoms in lauses with head A is fnite. Let S (I A) = {B E B I I (B ) = f },
whi h is also fnite. If ea h lause with head A ontains some negated atom
from S (I A), then there is nothing to show. So assume there is a lause A
A1
•Bm in ground(P ) w
Aith Bj E S (I A) for all j , i.e. I (Bj ) =
n •B 1
t for all j . But then A A1
n is a lause in P PI and A E Tp pr f w , whi h
implies that there is some i with A; E Tp pr f w = GLp (I ), whi h fnishes the
argument by Theorem 3.
D

Measurability is mu h simpler to deal with.

Let P be a normal program. Then GLp is measurable with respe t
to the a-algebra a(Q) generated by Q.

Theorem 4.

Proof. By [28, Theorem 2], whi h states that Tp is measurable with respe t to
a(Q) for all P , we obtain that T��(p ) is measurable with respe t to a(Q), and
by Theorem 1 we know that T��(p ) = GLp .
D
4

Obtaining models

As already mentioned above, topologi al methods in logi programming an
for example be used for obtaining models of programs iteratively, although the
underlying operator is not monotoni . The following variant of [29, Theorem 44]
an be proven dire tly.
Theorem 5. Let P be a normal program and let GLp be ontinuous and su h
that the sequen e of iterates GLpm (I ) onverges in Q to some M E Ip . Then M
is a stable model of P .

B

Proof. By ontinuity we obtain
m
M = lim GLm
p (I ) = GLp (lim GLp (I )) = GLp (M )

D

We an also employ knowledge about relationships between the single-step
operator and the Fitting operator [16]. The latter is defned on three-valued
interpretations, whi h onsist of sets of ground literals (instead of ground atoms )
whi h do not ontain omplementary literals. As su h, they arry set-in lusion
as an ordering, whi h renders the spa e Ipp3 of all three-valued interpretations a
omplete partial order ( po). It is in fa t exa tly the Plotkin domain 'w due to
[41]. Alternatively, we an understand three-valued interpretations as mappings
from atoms to the set {f u t} of truth values, where u stands for undefned or
undetermined. The Fitting operator Pp , for given program P , is now defned as
a fun tion Pp : Ipp3 - Ipp3 : I - tp (I ) U fp (I ), where tp (I ) ontains all A E Bp
for whi h there exists a lause A L1
L I,
n in ground(P ) with L1
nE
and fp (I ) ontains all •A su h that for all lauses A L1
n in ground(P )
there is at least one L; E I . It was shown in [16] that Pp is a monotoni operator
on Ipp3 .
If I is a three-valued interpretation, then I + denotes the two-valued interpretation assigning truth value t to exa tly those atoms whi h are true in I .
Proposition 2. Let P be a normal program and assume that the well-founded
model M of P is total (i.e. every atom is true or false in it). Then GLnp (0)
onverges in Q to M + and M + is the unique stable model of P .
Proof. This follows immeditately from Theorem 1 and [24, Theorem 4.4], whi h

shows the following.
If M = PJ f w is total, then TJn(0) onverges in Q to M + , and M +

is the unique supported model of R.

D

Metri -based approa hes also arry over. A level mapping is a mapping from

Bp to some ordinal a. A program P is lo ally stratifed [44] if there exists a level
mapping l : Bp - a, where a is some ordinal, su h that for ea h lause A
A1
•Bn in ground(P ) A
we have l(A) 2 l(A; ) and l(A) > l(Bj )
m •B 1
for all i and j . It is alled lo ally hierar hi al [10], if additionally l(A) > l(A; ) for
all i. Given a level mapping l : Bp - a, we denote by I' the set of all symbols
2 f for f : a, ordered by 2 f < 2 ' if r < f . I' an be understood as a
subset of the reals if a = w, i.e. if l maps into the natural numbers. For two
(two-valued) interpretations I and J , we defne d' (I J ) = 2 f , where f is the
least ordinal su h that there is an atom of level f on whi h I and J disagree. If
a = w, then d' is an ultrametri on Ip , and this onstru tion was put to use e.g.
in [17]. In the general ase, d' is a generalized ultrametri on Ip , as used in logi
programming e.g. in [25, 29, 43]. A mapping f is alled stri tly ontra ting with
respe t to a generalized ultrametri d if d(f (x) (y)) < d(x y) for all x y with f
-

-

-

-

x = y. Stri tly ontra ting mappings have unique fxed points if the underlying

generalized ultrametri spa e satisfes a ompleteness ondition alled spheri al
ompleteness [43].
Theorem 6.

Let P be lo ally stratifed with orresponding level mapping l. Then

GLp is stri tly ontra ting with respe t to d' whi h is spheri ally omplete. If l
maps to w then GLp is a ontra tion with respe t to d' . Furthermore in both
ases GLp has a unique fxed point and P has a unique stable model.

Proof. If P is lo ally stratifed with respe t to l, then fx(P ) is lo ally hierar-

hi al with respe t to l. It thus suÆ es to apply Theorem 1 in onjun tion with
Theorem [47, Theorem 3.8], whi h shows the following.

Let R e a normal logi program whi h is lo ally hierar hi al with
respe t to a level mapping l : BJ - r . Then TJ is stri tly ontra ting
with respe t to the generalized ultrametri d' indu ed y l. Therefore,
TJ has a unique fxed point and hen e R has a unique supported
model.

D

With the remarks already made on the fa t that the well-founded model of
some given program P oin ides with the Fitting model of fx(P ), for any normal program P , we an also derive the following result. Dislo ated generalized
ultrametri spa es are defned by relaxing one of the defning onditions on generalized ultrametri s, for details see [29]. Stri tly ontra ting mappings an be
defned analogously, and have similar properties.
Theorem 7. Let P be a program with total well-founded model I U •(Bp \
I ) with I � Bp . Then GLp is stri tly ontra ting on the spheri ally omplete dislo ated generalized ultrametri spa e (Ip ) where we have o(J ) =
max{d' (J ) ' (I )} for all J E Ip nd
I ldis defned by l(A) to be the minimal a su h that P��(p ) f (a )(A) = I (A).
1

Proof. The program P has a total well-founded model, whi h implies that fx(P )
has a total Fitting model. So l as given by the statement is well-defned, and
is P-a essible in the sense of [29]. Now apply [29, Proposition 41], whi h
shows that Tp is stri tly ontra ting for every P-a essible program.
D
fx(P )

5

Neural-symboli integration

Intelligent systems based on logi programming on the one hand, and on artif ial
neural networks (sometimes alled onne tionist sytems) on the other, difer
substantially. Logi programs are highly re ursive and well understood from the
perspe tive of knowledge representation: The underlying language is that of frstorder logi , whi h is symboli in nature and makes it easy to en ode problem
spe if ations dire tly as programs. The su ess of artif ial neural networks lies
in the fa t that they an be trained using raw data, and in some problem domains

o

the generalization from the raw data made during the learning pro ess turns out
to be highly adequate for the problem at hand, even if the training data ontains
some noise. Su essful ar hite tures, however, often do not use re ursive (or
re urrent) stru tures. Furthermore, the knowledge en oded by a trained neural
network is only very impli itly represented, and no satisfa tory methods for
extra ting this knowledge in symboli form are urrently known.
It would be very desirable to ombine the robust neural networking ma hinery with symboli knowledge representation and reasoning paradigms like logi
programming in su h a way that the strenghts of either paradigm will be retained. Current state-of-the-art resear h, however, fails by far to a hieve this
ultimate goal. As one of the main obsta les to be over ome we per eive the
question how symboli knowledge an be en oded by artif ial neural networks:
Satisfa tory answers to this will naturally lead the way to knowledge extra tion
algorithms and to hybrid neural-symboli systems.
Earlier attempts to integrate logi and onne tionist systems have mainly
been restri ted to propositional logi , or to frst-order logi without fun tion
symbols. They go ba k to the pioneering work by M Cullo h and Pitts [39], and
have led to a number of systems developed in the 80s and 90s, in luding Towell
and Shavlik's KBANN [49], Shastri's SHRUTI [48], the work by Pinkas [40],
Hoolldobler [30], and d'Avila Gar ez et al. [12, 14], to mention a few, and we refer
to [8, 13, 21] for omprehensive literature overviews.
Without the restri tion to the fnite ase (in luding propositional logi and
frst-order logi without fun tion symbols), the task be omes mu h harder due
to the fa t that the underlying language is infnite but shall be en oded using
networks with a fnite number of nodes. The sole approa h known to us for
over oming this problem (apart from work on re ursive autoasso iative memory,
RAAM, initiated by Polla k [42], whi h on erns the learning of re ursive terms
over a frst-order language) is based on a proposal by Hoolldobler et al. [32],
spelled out frst for the propositional ase in [31], and reported also in [23]. It
is based on the idea that logi programs an be represented at least up to
subsumption equivalen e [38] by their asso iated single-step operators. Su h
an operator an then be mapped to a fun tion on the real numbers, whi h an
under ertain onditions in turn be en oded or approximated e.g. by feedforward
networks with sigmoidal a tivation fun tions using an approximation theorem
due to Funahashi [19].
We will arry over this result to the Gelfond-Lifs hitz operator and the stable
model semanti s. Sin e the topology Q introdu ed earlier is homeomorphi to the
Cantor topology on the real line [45], there exists a homeomorphism t : Ip - C ,
where C is the Cantor set within the unit interval, endowed with the subspa e
topology inherited from the reals. We an thus embed any fun tion f : Ip - Ip
whi h is ontinuous in Q as a ontinuous fun tion t(f ) : C - C : t(f )(x) =
t(f (t 1 (x))). By well-known results, e.g. [19] as mentioned earlier, su h fun tions
an be approximated uniformly by artif ial neural networks in many diferent
network ar hite tures.
-

Let P be a normal logi program. Then GLp an be approximated
almost everywhere up to an arbitrarily hosen error bound by input-output fun tions of three-layer feedforward neural networks with sigmoidal a tivation fun tions. If GLp is furthermore ontinuous in Q then uniform approximation is
possible on all of C .
Proof. We use Theorem 1. The frst statement then follows from Theorem 4
Theorem 8.

together with a result from [33] saying that ea h measurable fun tion an be
approximated almost everywhere by three-layer feedforward networks in the indi ated way see also [28, Theorem 7]. The se ond statement follows from [19]
or from [28, Theorem 5].
D
The referen es mentioned in the proof of Theorem 8 provide further results, in
parti ular on error bounds, and they an also be arried over straightforwardly.
Another improvement on the basi results by Hoolldobler et al [32] employed
an alternative network ar hite ture. In [2], results were provided for en oding
and approximating t(Tp ) by iterated fun tion systems, whi h in turn ould be
en oded using a re urrent neural networks stru ture. The advantage of this approa h is that algorithms for onstru ting approximating networks an be given
expli itly, in ontrast to the results in [23, 28, 32]. These results also hinge on
ontinuity or Lips hitz- ontinuity of t(Tp ) with respe t to the Cantor topology
only, and an be arried over to the Gelfond-Lifs hitz operator in a straightforward way. The paper [5] provides related results using ellular automata, treating
logi programs without lo al variables a property whi h also arries over to
the fxpoint ompletion. Hen e these results arry over mutatis mutandis to the
Gelfond-Lifs hitz operator.
6

Con lusions

We have displayed the usefulness of the results reported in [51] to the operatorbased analysis of knowledge representation under the stable semanti s. We have
shown that many results from the study of the supported-model semanti s by
means of the single-step operator an be arried over to the stable semanti s
almost without efort.
Our results are of a theoreti al nature, and we do not propose to study
them for implementation purposes. The idea to use the fxpoint ompletion for
obtaining stable models (or similar onstru tions for obtaining answer sets or
well-founded models et .) of programs is already folklore knowledge in the ommunity, and need not be further mentioned. The emphasis of our exhibition is on
the observation that not only models, but also orresponding semanti operators
are related by means of the fxpoint ompletion, and on the aspe ts whi h this
new insight allows to study.
Our observations are valid for frst-order languages in luding fun tion symbols, a syntax whose study is often negle ted in the non-monotoni reasoning
ommunity. It is not at all surprising, that for fnite languages alternative methods of program transformation an be found, whi h allow for eÆ ient omputation of stable models [34�36].
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